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Building Resilient 
Leadership in a VUCA 
World with Executive 
Staffing Services

Just how important is the quality of your executive leadership team 

for your business? Executive performance trickles down throughout 

an entire organization. It has the power to motivate a workforce. It 

can directly impact customers and employee sentiment for your 

business, affecting everything from sales to employee referrals.
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In addition to representing your business to customers and stakeholders, 

consider executives’ impact on the workforce.

Their departure can also negatively 

impact other employees, leading to lags 

in productivity and damage to morale.

In addition, they’re typically the

most expensive
employees to replace  in terms of 

recruitment and training. 
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According to Gallup

with the entire organization

Fewer than 2 in 10 workers strongly 
agree the leadership of their organization

effectively communicates

Fewer than 2 in 10 workers strongly 
agree the leadership of their organization

enthuses them about the future

Fewer than 25% of workers strongly agree their 
performance is managed in a way that motivates them to

produce exceptional work

Data from consultancy PwC shows that forced CEO 
turnover across the globe costs shareholders

$ 112 billion
in total returns annually.

That is the equivalent to giving roughly $50,000 to 
every college graduate in the United States last year.
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That makes your executive team one of the most precious business resources to protect.

Sourcing executive members effectively
from the beginning can help you:

Improve retention and 
avoid executive turnover

Hire more 
qualified professionals

Find better talent

Avoid executive turnover 
with improved recuitment.
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Many organizations utilize 
Executive Search services from talent 
solutions providers for their leadership.

Organizations choose their trusted talented solutions partners based on professionalism, access to difficult to reach 

candidates, confidentiality, and candidate diversity to help build effective executive teams.

If your team needs to find top executive talent in today’s highly competitive market,

executive search is an efficient, affordable way to find the 
most qualified candidate for your C-suite team.

In fact, a large majority

82%
 of business leaders

expect their use of executive search to either increase 
(30%) or stay the same (52%) over the next 5 years.

https://accruepartners.com/
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How Has the 
COVID-19 Pandemic 
Affected Today’s 
Executives?

From the new work-from-home normal to an increase in talented 

employees starting their flexible solopreneur careers, COVID-19 

has revealed vulnerabilities in old business operations and inspired 

innovation in traditional workplaces.
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The research paper “COVID-19 and the Workplace: Implications, 

Issues and Insights for Future Research and Action” was published 

in “American Psychologist” in September 2020. It was authored by 29 

researchers and scholars from around the globe, revealing pandemic-

driven workplace trends including:

+   The desire for work-from-home flexibility will persist for full-time workers.

+   Virtual team collaboration will endure and will require thoughtful 
processes for conflict mitigation, team alignment, information processing, 
goal achievement, and team bonding

+   Traditionally “feminine” leadership values like a communal orientation in moral 
decision-making and higher conscientiousness, put female leaders in the spotlight

+   Workforce issues like economic inequality, stress, burnout, and addiction will need 
to be recognized and, when appropriate, addressed by organizations.

What do these trends mean for executives?

+   Just like any worker, executives today crave flexibility. As 
remote work becomes more popular, on-the-go production from 
executives may need to be accommodated

+   Executives must be technology-savvy and open to collaborating not 
just face-to-face in boardrooms, but online, in chat rooms, in video 
conferencing, on mobile smartphone apps, and other tools

+   Expect female leadership to be more in-demand, especially as 
businesses become more focused on diversifying leadership teams

https://accruepartners.com/
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+   Customers and employees today demand executives to be 
mission-driven to retain attention.

Vision and mission are increasingly important to younger 

customers and employees. As Millennials are the largest 

generation in the workforce, according to Pew Research 

Center, executives will need to continue to connect with 

younger employees and customers as faces of the brand.

Even amid global job loss and economic setbacks caused by 
COVID-19, the need for strong executive leadership persists.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the projected job outlook for top executives between 2019 and 

2029 is 4%. Top executives are still in demand to lead small, medium, and large organizations.

For example, in 2018,

81%
 of global consumers

felt strongly that companies should help 
improve the environment, NielsenIQ reports.

https://accruepartners.com/
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The pandemic has caused everything about how we work to change. Upending traditional work environments 

and forcing professionals to create a work-life balance amid challenges like home-schooling and medical issues, 

executives are considering what’s important to them and are rethinking what they want out of their careers. 

With increasingly flexible work 
environments and the disruption 
of traditional work operations, 
expect executive talent to have 
demands that evolve.

That changes how executive talent is sourced, how 

organizations hire, and how organizations prioritize retention 

in a pandemic-altered world.

Create a workplace that meets the 
changing priorities of executives.

https://accruepartners.com/
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How the Pandemic 
Has Changed 
Executive Recruiting

The pandemic changed how people work day-to-day and how 

people connect with co-workers. It has also transformed recruiting, 

including for executives. The following are some examples of how 

executive search is changing during the pandemic and the future 

implications for businesses hiring executives.
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Executives have new priorities
Work-life balance took on a whole new meaning due to COVID-19. 

In 2020,

65% of U.S. households with children 
used online learning during the pandemic,
with 11% of households with children reporting no live contact with a teacher in 
November 2020, according to USA Facts.

That same month,

hospitalizations due to 
coronavirus topped 100,000 
in the U.S., the New York Times reports.

Professionals were increasingly called upon to supervise at-home 

learning and deal with the stress of having loved ones ill, hospitalized, 

or fatally affected by the pandemic. Things like flexible working 

capabilities and remote tools are essential for today’s executives.

1
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The pandemic has made clear what executives want and need from 

a workplace. If executives are currently working for companies that 

have provided them with flexibility during the pandemic, they may not 

be as open to being recruited and leaving.

Organizations should be mindful that executives in stable positions 

may be hesitant to be receptive to new opportunities, making 

recruiting efforts more competitive and more complicated.

Organizations are 
re-evaluating executive teams
Diversity and equality are prominent issues in all areas of life, 

from how some ethnic and racial minority groups have been 

disproportionately affected by the pandemic, according to the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, to the need for more 

inclusivity within organizational leadership teams.

As “Human Resource Executive” reported in October 2020,

“Diversity cannot be achieved 
unless diverse candidates are 
sought and retained.”

While executive positions continue to be in demand, 
the U.S. unemployment rate overall was up

more than 2%
year-over-year in January 2021, reaching 6.3%.

2
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As “feminine” leadership qualities have also gained global praise during the pandemic for helping communities, 

citizens, and workforces, organizations are striving to make executive teams more diverse in terms of gender, race, 

ethnicity, ability, and other areas.

There’s a definitive business case for increasing diversity in the workforce.

In 2018, McKinsey & Company reported

top-performing companies are also more likely 
to have more gender and ethnic diversity.
Gender, ethnic and cultural diversity are all correlated with higher profits.

With increased customer 
demand for businesses that 
have missions that align 
with their values,

and with the profitability impact diversity can make on 

an organization, expect minority executive candidates to 

also be more in-demand and competitive for recruiters.

If you want your business to grow, 
prioritize diversity.

https://accruepartners.com/
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Organizations are looking for 
different skills in leaders
Today’s executives must be ready to lead in a “VUCA” world. 

Moving forward, resiliency to a world with

Volatility, 

Uncertainty, 

Complexity, and 

Ambiguity

is top of mind for today’s businesses.

There are several qualities that have proven to be 
indispensable for leadership to lead in a VUCA world.

3

+   Anticipate and react to the 
speed of change with flexibility

+   Act decisively without having 
clear direction/certainty

+   Navigate confidently through 
complexity and confusion

+   Maintain and communicate 
effectiveness despite a lack 
of predictability

+   Have exceptional communication 
skills among diverse stakeholders

+   Support teams during 
times of stress

https://accruepartners.com/
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Executives also need to be comfortable with remote 
collaboration tools and work-from-anywhere demands.

They need to be adaptable to the transforming 

needs of business operations and how collaboration 

occurs. Change cannot be something to be surprised 

by – it’s to be expected in today’s workforce.

As the executive talent landscape evolves in line with 

changing business needs, hiring executives today 

requires expertise to meet those demands.

https://accruepartners.com/
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Top Benefits of  
Using a Talent 
Solutions Provider  
for Executive Search

The COVID-19 pandemic is still currently affecting the workforce and 

will continue to even when it’s in the rearview. Companies are dealing 

with the following challenges related to staffing their executive teams.
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v

+   Top executive talent is more likely to stay in stable and 
rewarding positions amid a VUCA economy

+   Executive talent that’s satisfied where they are maybe less open 
to recruitment contact

+   The demand for executives is still growing as fast as average. 
The competition among businesses for executive talent hasn’t 
stalled. If anything, it has grown with new demands, like:

-   The need for more diverse executive teams

-   Skills necessary to lead in a VUCA economy, including strong 

interpersonal skills and remote work skills

-   The need for effective executive talent to keep businesses 

profitable amid unstable economiesv

+   Customers are increasingly picky.

SWPR’s 2020 Consumer Culture Report found

83% of Millennials want companies to align with their values.
More than three-fourths (76%) want CEOs to speak out on issues they care about.

The costs for making the wrong executive hiring decisions 

are high. There’s the monetary cost of the time and financial 

resources that were dedicated to recruiting and hiring. When an 

executive hire doesn’t work out, the whole business can suffer.

Be thorough in your process to 
ensure you’ll find the right candidate.

https://accruepartners.com/
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The many risks and challenges associated with hiring top executives lead many fast-moving companies to work 

with a trusted staffing solutions provider to recruit top executives. Companies facing challenges related to resources, 

networks, time, and skills to conduct internal searches can gain more effective talent referrals by working with a 

professional recruiting firm. Consider the following ways a staffing solutions provider can help.

Better Job Positioning
One common reason companies fail to attract talented candidates is because of how they 

present the job opportunity. Using the wrong messaging can turn some candidates off 

altogether. Without a compelling story, some of the most talented candidates would never 

give a job description another look.

Talent Solution providers are experts who know what works and what doesn’t for similar 

jobs in your industry. They’ll have accumulated data, success stories, and not-so-successful 

experiences that inform their strategies. You gain access to an experienced team that has 

helped clients like you achieve their recruiting goals.

That expert perspective can make your 
recruitment efforts exponentially more effective.

https://accruepartners.com/
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Expertise & Greater Talent Pool
Top executives are typically passive, are employed, and 

are busy leaders in current roles. Attracting the attention 

of top talent today amid a VUCA economy is difficult. Even 

when you do, nurturing those relationships and convincing 

executives to join your talent pool is challenging.

Executive recruiters have the network and connections 

with top executives to find and present candidates who 

align with your organization’s needs. With the help of 

the right total talent solutions partner, you can discreetly 

reach global talent that would otherwise be unattainable.

2

Utilize an executive recruiter to 
gain access to top level executives.
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3
Save Time & Money
Attracting, recruiting, and hiring executive talent is costly and 

time-consuming. Because the best candidates are typically 

already employed, recruiting executives often requires many 

more resources compared to entry- and even managerial-level 

candidates. Possible expenses to consider when recruiting 

executives include:

+   Resources to find passive candidates

+   Time to move passive candidates to the application stage

+   Time required to vet candidates, which is usually more 
intense when more stakeholders are involved

+   Interview process, which typically is much more intensive 
and lengthy compared to lower-level candidates

+   Hiring and negotiation, to ensure compensation and 
benefits offered secure job acceptance

When the desired candidate backs out at any point of the 

process, that can reset recruitment and hiring efforts. When 

an executive is hired and then quits, that’s even more costly.

According to a 2019 report by SHRM, it costs around 
one-third of an employee’s annual salary to replace them. 

https://accruepartners.com/
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Executives are among the 
highest earners at a business.

Imagine replacing that position more than once a year 

due to ineffective recruitment and hiring strategies.

Compared to what you’d have to pay for recruiting, hiring, 

onboarding, and training in-house, working with a talent 

solutions provider is much more cost-effective.

The right hire who stays on also increases your business retention.

A lack of retention can negatively affect productivity, morale, and 
business reputation among customers and other professionals,
all of which have additional costs.

An executive making $500,000 a year 
would cost at least around

$150,000 to replace.

https://accruepartners.com/
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Expect Only Qualified, Vetted Talent 
to Be Presented
Your time is one of your most valuable resources. With a good 

talent solution partner, you’ll streamline the interview process and 

only interview candidates who fit the requirements of your unique 

situation. Your talent solutions provider will know your team, your 

company culture, and your business needs so that you’re presented 

with the most qualified talent.

Otherwise, inefficiencies in the screening process will waste 

your time. A data-driven talent search and screening process will 

pinpoint talent who’s truly qualified and a potential fit for your team.

A Staffing Solutions Partner 
Provides Valuable Insights
Beyond completing the recruiting, hiring, and interviewing tasks you 

require, an expert staffing solutions partner will act as a valuable 

consultant for your business. Throughout the process, you should 

gain analytics that provides helpful insights into your industry, talent, 

and what top candidates want from companies like yours. You’ll be 

updated every step of the way to understand how recruiting efforts 

are progressing and how candidates view your business.

Even during tumultuous business and economic times like the 

COVID-19 pandemic, a talent solutions provider will be able to use 

their expertise and insights from across various clients to apply the 

very best practices to efforts for your business. If you want to optimize 

your hiring efforts and secure better talent for your business, working 

with a staffing partner pays dividends in experience and guidance.

4
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What Is the Executive 
Search Process Like?

If you’re curious what working with a recruiting partner is like 

for executive search, let’s walk through and highlight how the 

AccruePartners Business Systems (ABS) 19-step recruiting process 

works. Using best practices for executive search and recruiting, we 

work closely with our client partners to understand what their goals 

are and who their ideal hire would be.
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We then use our extensive network and decades of executive recruiting experience to connect our clients with the top 

talent. This saves the businesses we work with valuable time, money, and resources in their search.

You can find the best 
talent more quickly and 
hire the right fit before 
your competitors do.

AccruePartners recruiters are comprehensively 

trained and adhere to the AccruePartners 

Business Systems (ABS) 19 step recruiting 

process. The ABS has been built on the 

foundation of our beliefs, philosophies, systems 

and core values. This value system elevates 

our team in the competitive markets we serve - 

making us attractive for companies who wish to 

partner with a total workforce solutions provider 

for staffing, search and project solutions.

https://accruepartners.com/
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Here’s how the ABS process works.

AccruePartners is invested in your success.

That’s why our process doesn’t stop after we present candidates. Through quarterly or annual touchpoint meetings to discuss 

candidate performance and hiring needs, we’re here to help with executive search and beyond every step of the way. As we build 

relationships with our clients, we learn more about what works and gather more data to inform decisions. This continues to 

optimize the hiring process, continually increasing efficiency for recruiting and hiring efforts for your business.

ASSESSMENTS AND TRAINING OFFER PROCESS01

DEVELOP THE 
GO-TO-MARKET MESSAGE SEARCH SUMMARY REPORT BACKGROUND AND 

REFERENCE CHECKS

MARKET + TALENT ANALYTICS INTERVIEW SCHEDULING 
MANAGEMENT PRE-BOARDING

DETERMINE THE HIGH-TOUCH 
RECRUITMENT STRATEGY

INTERVIEW/CLIENT
PREPARATION

TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
UTILIZING RECRUITMENT
ECOSYSTEM

INTERVIEW/CLIENT DEBRIEFS
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CLIENT INVOLVEMENT
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02 08 15

03 09 16

04 10 QC/ON-BOARDING: 1ST DAY, 
30/60/90, 6 AND 12 MONTHS17

05 11 18

1906 12
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CLIENT COMPANY AND 
REQUISITION INTAKE SESSION 07 14
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How to Vet Your 
Executive Staffing 
Search Partner

You should compare executive staffing search partners before 

working with one. That way, you can coordinate your goals with the 

staffing provider’s experience and process to protect your investment.
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As you vet staffing search partner candidates, we recommend taking the following steps.

We’re happy to complete these steps 
with all our clients and are here for you. 

Build Trust in the Relationship
An executive search provider should be a trusted partner, a firm that’s 

invested in your success, understands your business, and has the 

experience to find you the right leadership candidates. Many steps of 

the recruitment and hiring process will rely on client involvement to be 

successful, such as the intake session, developing the go-to-market 

message, and interview/client preparation and debriefs.

Since you’ll be working with the executive search partner so closely for 

much of the process, you’ll want to make sure you feel comfortable 

with the team that’s recruiting for you. We recommend to:

+   Meet the team 
Do the search partner’s values match your company’s? Do you have a 
rapport with who you’ll be partnering with to build a trusting relationship?

+   Ask for examples 
Ask the firm about their experience with a similar search they’ve 
completed in your industry. What type of market intelligence will they 
access for your executive search? How does that compare to other firms?

+   Understand failures
Any firm will be confident in the success stories they’ll present to you. What’s even more 
revealing is learning the answer to a search the firm wasn’t able to complete. Ask this 
type of question to gain a deeper understanding of the process and the types of results 
you can expect, as well as what to expect in more challenging recruitment efforts.

1

Make sure that you and your search partner     
have shared goals and values.
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Transparency and trust are so important 
when you’re working with a recruiting firm because

they’ll be a representative of your business.

Look for relevant experience, effective methods, and robust talent networks 

that align with the candidates you’re looking for.

Understand the Process
An effective executive search firm will provide you with insight into 

the process every step of the way. Your partner should always be 

willing to communicate, provide information and answer questions. 

Understanding the process before signing on helps you manage team 

expectations and follow up effectively throughout the process.

Ask for:

+   A detailed outline of the process

+   What kind of technology is used and why it’s effective

+   What kinds of concrete metrics you can expect to receive

+   Details on how soft skills and cultural fit assessments are made

Also, any reputable firm will be happy to provide 
you with data regarding searches and stick rates.

Inquire about metrics that relate specifically to your industry and businesses similar to yours 

for a better understanding of what the firm can deliver.

Accrue 
   PartnersPartners

2
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Work with 
AccruePartners for 
Executive Search

AccruePartners is happy to present you with information on all of the 

above, plus answers to any other questions you may have. Our team 

of industry experts meets the dynamic demands of our clients. We’ve 

been matching top executive talent with top opportunities for over 18 

years with certified subject matter experts in Accounting & Finance, 

Information Technology, Marketing, Human Resources, Financial 

Services, and Corporate Support.
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Our goal is to deliver meaningful 
experiences that exceed expectations.

We’re constantly improving our technology-driven recruiting and hiring offerings, including:

+   Investments in automation to enhance the candidate and client experience and communication

+   Investments in technology to ease the recruitment, hiring, and onboarding processes for both candidates and clients to 
attract top talent

+   Resources from our team of industry experts for the best practices in hiring and onboarding executive-level talent

When you work with AccruePartners, that’s what you can expect:

partners, invested in your business.

Contact us for a free consultation on how our expertise can help you with executive search, recruitment, 
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